Frequency-dependent spatiotemporal distribution of cerebral oscillatory changes during silent reading: a magnetoencephalograhic group analysis.
The frequency profiles and time courses of oscillatory changes when reading words are not fully understood, although there have been many reports that oscillatory dynamics reflect local brain function. In order to clarify oscillatory dynamics, we investigated the frequency and spatiotemporal distributions of neuromagnetic activities during silent reading of words in 23 healthy subjects. Individual data were divided into the following frequency bands: theta (5-8 Hz), alpha (8-13 Hz), beta (13-25 Hz), low gamma (25-50 Hz), and high gamma (50-100 Hz), and were analyzed by synthetic aperture magnetometry (SAM). The time window was consecutively moved in steps of 50 ms. Group analysis was performed to delineate common areas of brain activation. A transient power increase in the theta band occurred first in the bilateral occipital cortices, and then rapidly propagated to the left temporo-occipital areas, left inferior and middle frontal gyri, bilateral medial prefrontal cortices, and finally to the left anterior temporal cortices, which possibly reflects a serial cognitive process. This serial propagation of the transient power increase in the theta band was followed by sustained power decreases in the alpha, beta and low gamma bands. These results suggest that the transient power increase in the theta bands may be associated with priming and propagation of local activities, while sustained power decreases in the alpha, beta and low gamma bands reflect parallel neural processes related to silent reading words. Our results showed a relationship between frequency bands of oscillatory changes and locations. This may have implications in the relationship between frequency bands and functions.